The results of particle image velocimetry ͑PIV͒ measurements in a high subsonic, heated, jet forced using localized arc filament plasma actuators ͑LAFPAs͒ show that LAFPAs can consistently produce significant mixing enhancement over a wide range of temperatures. These actuators have been used successfully in high Reynolds number, high-speed unheated jets. The facility consists of an axisymmetric jet with different nozzle blocks of exit diameter of 2.54 cm and variable jet temperature in an anechoic chamber. The focus of this paper is on a high subsonic ͑M j = 0.9͒ jet. Twelve experiments with various forcing azimuthal modes ͑m =0, 1, and Ϯ1͒ and temperatures ͑T o / T a = 1.0, 1.4, and 2.0͒ at a fixed forcing Strouhal number ͑St DF = 0.3͒ have been conducted and PIV results compared with the baseline results to characterize the effectiveness of LAFPAs for mixing enhancement. Centerline velocity and turbulent kinetic energy as well as jet width are used for determining the LAFPAs' effectiveness. The characteristics of large-scale structures are analyzed through the use of Galilean streamlines and swirling strength. Across the range of temperatures collected, the effectiveness of LAFPAs improves as temperature increases. Possible reasons for the increase in effectiveness are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, the subject of active flow control in jets has been extensively studied. The primary focus of work on this topic, until fairly recently, was limited to low Reynolds number, subsonic, unheated jets because of the extreme requirements for actuation in high Reynolds number, heated flows. Hussain and Zaman 1 explored the behavior of the jet preferred azimuthal mode establishing that perturbations targeted at this instability mode have the effect of increasing jet spreading and centerline mean velocity decay as well as enhancing turbulence levels. Additionally, they observed that the presence of coherent structures is not significantly affected by the state of the boundary layer. Ho and Huerre 2 reviewed the state of the art at the time, discussing in detail many aspects of shear layers including the azimuthal mode behaviors in jets, the evolution of large-scale structures, the impact of varying Reynolds number, and external excitation techniques. Linear stability analysis of jet shear layers with a relatively thin boundary layer at the nozzle exit showed that many azimuthal instability modes are supported at locations immediately downstream of the jet exit. 3 However, as the flow propagates downstream, the increasing thickness of shear layers acts as a filter which finally allows only a single unstable helical mode at the end of the potential core. Drubka et al. 4 discussed both the initial shear layer and jet preferred mode instabilities in low Reynolds number jets concluding that subharmonic resonance in the initial shear layer is a necessary antecedent to vortex pairing.
Additionally, they observed a coupling between these two instabilities at resonant Reynolds numbers. There are three instabilities associated with a jet, which have been well researched in low-speed and low Reynolds number jets.
2,3,5-9 These instabilities are the jet initial shear layer instability, the jet column or jet preferred mode instability, and, in the case of an axisymmetric jet, the azimuthal instability. More information on these instabilities and how they are relevant to the control of jets can be found in previous works. 10, 11 The study and exploration of jet flow control has a long history-the above studies are but a few examples. Applications for flow control cover all types of topics including such things as noise reduction and mixing enhancement to homogenize fluid properties. Previous studies of jet flow control include both passive ͑geometrical modifications in the nozzle such as chevrons and lobbed nozzles͒ [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and active ͑can be turned off to eliminate performance penalties when unneeded͒ control mechanisms. As the speed and the Reynolds number of the jet increase, so do the background noise, the instability frequencies, and the flow momentum. Therefore, actuators must provide excitation signals of much higher amplitude and frequencies. As a result, the limited works in the active control of high-speed and high Reynolds number jets used acoustic forcing to control high subsonic jets around their preferred mode. [18] [19] [20] [21] Acoustic drivers have been used in the past ͑see studies mentioned previously͒, but these devices lose control authority in highly energetic jets. Consequently, a new type of actuator is required which can operate in this environment. For additional information on control methods and their limitations, see the previous works.
recently developed a class of plasma actuators, called localized arc filament plasma actuators ͑LAFPAs͒ that can provide excitation signals of high amplitude and high frequency for high-speed and high Reynolds number flow control. 22, 23 GDTL has used these actuators for noise mitigation 10 and flow control 24 in a Mach 0.9 jet and flow control in a Mach 1.3 jet. 11 A preliminary, but successful, attempt to address scale-up issues for these actuators 25 has been made. All the work so far has been in unheated jets. GDTL recently added heating capabilities enabling jet temperatures up to 800 K, designed new stainless steel nozzles to handle heating, and modified the design of the boron nitride nozzle extension, which holds the actuators, to cope with the high temperatures.
Studying the behavior of these actuators in a heated jet is important for several reasons. The vast majority of applications for flow control of jets require the use of hot jets. It is therefore important that any new control technique demonstrate its ability to function in the extreme conditions of a hot jet. Second, as will be discussed below, many researchers have observed significant changes in jet characteristics as the temperature of the jet changes. Thus it is important to determine if the actuators behave differently under these changing conditions. The focus of this paper is to discuss the changes in forcing response observed in particle image velocimetry ͑PIV͒ data as the jet stagnation temperature is varied from ambient to two times ambient in a Mach 0.9 jet. Additionally, a small set of hot-wire measurements are examined to determine whether boundary layer at the nozzle exit is laminar or turbulent. The paper is divided as follows: Section II discusses the relevant previous works on hot jets, Sec. III describes the experimental facility and techniques, Sec. IV presents and discusses the PIV results, Sec. V examines the hot-wire results, and Sec. VI organizes conclusions about the results and discusses possible reasons for the observed changes.
II. BACKGROUND ON HEATED JETS
Previous work on control of heated jets has focused on characterizing the changes in the flow affected by varying the temperature of the jet. It has been observed that jet total temperature is an independent parameter governing the changes in turbulent boundary layer integral characteristics ͑e.g., displacement thickness͒ in addition to jet exit Reynolds number over the range examined in those experiments ͑280 000-1 400 000͒. 26 When the boundary layer of a low Reynolds number ͑ϳ10 000͒ heated jet transitions from turbulent to laminar, the mixing characteristics change dramatically. 27 Lepicovsky 28 experimented with acoustically excited heated jets concluding that jet sensitivity to upstream acoustic excitation varies strongly with the jet operating conditions, excitation threshold level increases with increasing jet temperature, and jet preferred mode Strouhal number does not change significantly under varying conditions. In a comparison of Mach 0.3 and Mach 0.8 jets, it was concluded that the higher Mach number jet achieved natural excitation due to heating and suggested that larger external forcing amplitudes would be required to observe any excitation effects. 29 This study also noted that the trend observed in their experiments is contradictory to theory 30 which states that excitation effectiveness should increase with temperature. Turbulent boundary layers are less selective ͑compared to laminar͒ about optimum excitation frequency. 31 The conclusions of these previous works indicate that LAFPAs may have an advantage over previous actuators that ideally positions LAFPAs to investigate excitation in heated jets. One disadvantage is that, at least at the present time, there is no mechanism for directly controlling the forcing amplitude of LAFPAs so an increase in excitation threshold would only be noticed if the threshold exceeded the forcing amplitude.
When the jet is heated while maintaining a constant stagnation pressure ͑constant Mach number͒, the Reynolds number ͑Re= U j D / ͒ decreases. The equations used to calculate the Reynolds number are the ideal gas law, isentropic compressible flow relations, and Sutherland's formula for viscosity. Thus, for the relevant values of D = 2.54 cm and M j = 0.9 for these experiments, Reynolds number has the following relationship:
where T o is the stagnation temperature in kelvin. For example: Re͑290͒Ϸ630 000 and Re͑580͒Ϸ270 000 correspond to temperature ratios of about 1.0 and 2.0, respectively. Consequently, as the stagnation temperature rises, the Reynolds number could become sufficiently small for the boundary layer at the nozzle exit to potentially become transitional or laminar. Another way in which heated jets may differ from unheated jets is the effect of density gradients. The density ratio between the core and the ambient air could affect the nature of jet instabilities. Studies of density gradient phenomena to this point have focused on much lower Reynolds numbers ͑typically a few thousand͒ and lower speeds than those in this paper, but the concepts may still be applicable. In a jet with sufficiently large density ratio, there could be a region of absolute instability leading to jet global instability. This instability exists in addition to the initial shear layer and jet column instabilities discussed previously. If a sufficiently large region becomes absolutely unstable, the jet may become globally unstable, displaying oscillatory behaviors. 32 Large, axially symmetric oscillations in the potential core region of jets with density ratio ͑S = j / amb ͒ less than 0.72 ͑temperature ratio above 1.39͒ with a characteristic Strouhal number of ϳ0.3 have been observed. 32, 33 Jendoubi and Strykowski 34 used simulations to explore how these instabilities change with Mach number, co-and counterflows, and shear layer thickness. It was concluded that increasing Mach number decreases the level of instability. This increase in stability is supported by the observation that the region of absolute instability shrinks from S Ͻ 0.7 for incompressible to S Ͻ 0.2 at Mach 0.6. Soteriou and Ghoniem 35 reported on numerical simulations of density ratios in shear layers in the range 0.33-4.0, which showed that as the density ratio decreases, convective velocity slows, entrainment increases, and growth rate increases. In short, the flow becomes biased toward the denser fluid. A fairly exhaustive list of additional studies can be found in the work of Lesshafft et al.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Facility
All the experiments were conducted at the GDTL at the Ohio State University. The compressed air, supplied with three five-stage reciprocating compressors, is filtered, dried, and stored in two cylindrical tanks with a volume of 43 m 3 and pressure up to 16 MPa. The compressed air is passed through a storage heater at a set temperature to heat up the air to the desired temperature and supplied to the stagnation chamber of the jet facility with an axisymmetric nozzle. The air is discharged horizontally through the converging nozzle into an anechoic chamber and then through an exhaust system to the outdoors ͑Fig. 1͒. The nozzle for the experiments reported in this paper is a stainless steel, thick lipped, axisymmetric, converging nozzle operated at Mach 0.9. The nozzle exit diameter is D = 2.54 cm ͑1 in.͒.
B. Heater
The heating system is composed of a Watlow 15 kW electric heater and a vertical heat storage tank. The heat storage tank is a 3.5 m ͑138 in.͒ tall by 0.3 m ͑12 in.͒ diameter cylinder packed with four sets of vertically aligned rows of stainless steel plates. An electric fan takes room air, passes it through the electric heat chamber and through the heat storage tank, and discharges it outdoors. The electric heater has a maximum output temperature of 866 K ͑1100°F͒ which produces a maximum jet stagnation temperature of ϳ775 K due to heat loss in the storage system. During experiments, pressurized air is forced through the heat storage tank to be heated before entering the jet stagnation chamber. The Mach 0.9 jet experiments can be run continuously for approximately 40 min with minimal temperature variation ϳ0.2 K / min. This system is limited, not by a maximum flow rate, but by how long the storage tank can maintain a stable temperature.
C. Actuators
Each actuator consists of a pair of pin electrodes. The electrodes are distributed around the nozzle perimeter, approximately 1 mm upstream of the nozzle extension exit plane. A ring groove of 0.5 mm deep and 1 mm wide is used to house the electrodes and to shield the plasma. The nozzle extension is made of boron nitride and tungsten wires of 1 mm diameter are used for electrodes. Measured center to center, the spacing between a pair of electrodes for each actuator is 3 mm, and the distance between the neighboring electrodes of two adjacent actuators is 6 mm. With this arrangement, the actuators are uniformly distributed around the nozzle extension so that the azimuthal spacing between two adjacent actuators is 45°. The nozzle extension, shown in Fig. 2 , is designed to securely hold the electrodes and align with the nozzle exit. The electrodes are held in place using small metal set screws which sit below the surface of the boron nitride to prevent undesired arcing from one set screw to another. Four aluminum oxide bolts are used to mount the nozzle extension to the nozzle. Ceramic bolts are necessary to withstand the temperatures while preventing arcing from the set screws to the bolts which are screwed into the stainless steel nozzle.
A multichannel high-voltage plasma generator, designed and built in-house at The Ohio State University, is used to drive the actuators with independent frequency, duty cycle, and phase control. If all eight actuators are powered at the same time, the single actuator current is limited to 0.25 A. The actuators are computer controlled and are capable of producing high-voltage pulses ͑up to 10 kV͒ at repetition rates from 0 to 200 kHz, with a very short arc formation time ͑Ͻ10 s͒ and a variable duty cycle ͑from 3% to 50%͒. The azimuthal modes of forcing possible for an eight actuator configuration are m =0-3, Ϯ1, Ϯ2, and Ϯ4. More information on the actuators is available in previous works. 10, 37 
D. Data acquisition
The jet flow velocity is measured by a LaVision PIV system using a camera with 2048 by 2048 pixel resolution. A Spectra Physics model SP-400 dual-head neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet laser is used for the light source. The camera and laser are synchronized by a timing unit housed in a dual-processor personal computer. Two components of velocity on a streamwise plane are measured by the camera as depicted in Fig. 1 . The time separation between two consecutive PIV images is on the order of 2 s, which 
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produces an approximately instantaneous velocity field. Some variation in time separation at different temperatures is necessary since the jet velocity changes. Sets of approximately 700 PIV image pairs are collected for each case to allow for sufficient statistical convergence. PIV processing consists of a three pass correlation routine with 64 ϫ 64 pixel correlation for the first pass and 32ϫ 32 for an additional two passes with 50% correlation overlap in each pass. The spatial resolution of the velocity vectors depends on the field of view and the number of pixels used in the correlation. For these experiments, the spatial resolution is 0.11 x / D ͑2.7 mm͒. In some sets, background subtraction is used to remove spurious vectors which usually occur outside the mixing region of the jet. Postprocessing techniques will be discussed in Sec. VI as they are relevant. It is not possible to seed the heated jet plume with liquid droplets as has been done previously. 11 The high temperatures of the jet evaporate the droplets so it is necessary to use an alternative seeding technique. The seeding used in these experiments is aluminum oxide particulates suspended in ethanol, a technique developed and used by Wernet and Wernet. 38 The particles have a mean diameter of 0.6 m and are mixed with ethanol in a 0.02% concentration by weight. A stable suspension is possible because the aluminum oxide and the ethanol have significantly different pH values. The ethanol, or some substituted liquid, sometimes has to be pH adjusted in order to obtain the proper relationship to the particles. This pH imbalance creates a slight electric repulsion between individual particles. The particles, which on their own tend to agglomerate, are placed, in high concentration, into ethanol and the mixture is sonicated. The ultrasonic waves break apart the agglomerated particles creating the suspension. The concentrated suspension may then be diluted down to the desired level by adding more ethanol. When done properly, this suspension is stable almost indefinitely. In the experiments conducted for this paper, suspensions were sometimes left to sit for months and were still usable.
The solid particle seeding mixture is pressurized and injected into the jet far upstream of the nozzle exit using an electronically controlled injector and an auxiliary, unheated, pressurized air line to push the seeding fluid into the flow. Electronic injection is accomplished with an off-the-shelf fuel injector from a gasoline engine combined with a square wave generator, a 12 V power supply, and a transistor based switching circuit. The amount of seed can be precisely controlled by varying the frequency and duty cycle of the square wave. When the fluid mixes with the heated air of the jet, the ethanol evaporates leaving the particles well dispersed in the flow. This system will hereafter be referred to as the solid particle seeder.
A 38.1 cm ͑15 in.͒ duct is placed around the jet and upstream of the jet exit to generate a very low-speed coflow. The coflow is generated by allowing a significant fraction of the ambient air entrained by the jet to pass through the duct without using any fans or blowers. The coflow is seeded by a Concept Smoke Systems fogger to avoid spurious velocity vectors in the ambient air region. The average droplet size is about 1.0 m for the coflow. A small amount of pressurized air is used to give the particles sufficient momentum to produce a clean image. It is assumed that the jet flow is not affected significantly by the coflow with a velocity of less than 3 m/s.
A TSI 1276 series hot wire with a diameter of 50 m is used to measure the velocity profile just downstream of the nozzle in low-speed jets to assess changes in the boundary layer state as a function of the Reynolds number. The hot wire is mounted to a Velmex electronically controllable traverse with a step resolution of 6.35 m to allow for precise and repeatable measurement sweeps. The hot-wire tip is located approximately 1 mm downstream of the nozzle exit plane and the probe body is oriented at an angle of about 60°r elative to the jet axis. It has been established by previous works that the shear layer profile immediately downstream from the end of a nozzle, splitter plate, etc., is well correlated with the boundary layer profile.
2, 39 The voltage from the hot wire is acquired using a National Instruments PXI-6143 acquisition board and a LabView program is used to automate hot-wire movement and data acquisition. Mean voltages are calculated using about 200 000 data points acquired over about one second. The hot-wire calibration curve is generated using a calibration jet with a high accuracy pressure gauge. About 60 calibration points fitted to a fifth-order polynomial are used to create the calibration. A uniform coordinate system is created by sweeping the probe across the entire width of the jet and using that complete profile to locate the coordinate of the jet centerline. The hot wire is stepped through the shear layer in increments of 50 m to achieve maximal point density while minimizing the amount of overlap due to the spatial averaging of the probe.
IV. PIV MEASUREMENTS A. Previous results
Detailed flow field results for a forced, unheated, Mach 0.9 jet have been reported. 24 The forcing frequency, azimuthal mode, and duty cycle all play major roles of varying degrees in control of the jet. The most effective forcing for jet spreading was at m = Ϯ 1-the flapping mode. As the forcing Strouhal number increases, the jet spreading angle increases until it reaches a maximum at about St DF = 0.3, which is the jet preferred Strouhal number for this mode, beyond which the jet spreading angle decreases slowly. The jet spreading is almost the same as that of the baseline jet when forcing at St DF greater than about 1.0. The same plasma actuators were also used to force an ideally expanded Mach 1.3 jet. The flow visualization results at this Mach number also showed that the jet column preferred Strouhal number is around 0.3.
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As discussed in detail in previous publications, 10, 11, 23 the effect of LAFPAs is mainly thermal. The rapid localized heating of the jet was observed to increase the local temperature by several hundreds to 2000°C, depending upon the duty cycle of the plasma, in an unheated jet. In a compressible flow, any change in the temperature will be accompanied by changes in the density and pressure. The change in temperature generates a compression wave that travels in the flow. Basically, the local changes in the flow properties in the form of perturbations are amplified in the jet over a certain range of frequencies and modes.
B. Experimental parameters
The following are PIV results for forcing azimuthal modes m =0, 1, and Ϯ1, which were observed to produce large-scale coherent structures over a range of frequencies and varying levels of mixing enhancement in the unheated jet. 11, 24 The experiment examines three temperature ratios with a baseline and three forcing azimuthal modes at each temperature ratio. Each forcing case was conducted at a Strouhal number of about St DF ϳ 0.3-also chosen based on producing maximum mixing enhancement in previous results. 11 Some variation in the Strouhal number is unavoidable because forcing frequency, not Strouhal number, was directly controlled. For a selected forcing Strouhal number, the forcing frequency is different for different temperature ratios due to changes in exit velocity created by the change in temperature. The ability to directly target Strouhal numbers rather than frequencies was not available at the time when these data were acquired. The forcing frequencies, temperature ratios, and Strouhal numbers used are shown in Table I . It should be noted that, in the case of the Ϯ1 azimuthal mode, also known as the flapping mode, the PIV images were taken in the flapping plane of the jet. The flapping mode forcing breaks the azimuthal symmetry of the jet, but this plane is still useful for determining the characteristics of the flow.
The results of these experiments will be presented in three parts: the jet centerline characteristics, the jet width, and the large-scale structures. The centerline characteristics and the jet width will determine the effectiveness of the actuators for mixing enhancement. The examination of the large-scale structures will show how the structure characteristics change and how those changes relate to changes in forcing effectiveness.
C. Mean flow results
The mean flow results use centerline Mach number and turbulent kinetic energy ͑TKE͒ as well as jet width as the metrics for mixing enhancement. It should be noted that the plotting markers, created by severely downsampling the data, are for visual identification. Figure 3 shows the centerline Mach number for all the cases experimented. Mach number for the three temperature ratios is offset in increments of 0.3 to facilitate visual examination. These results show that the jet potential core ends ͑the centerline Mach number starts dropping͒ at smaller x / D across all cases as temperature is increased. In all forcing cases, the jet potential core is shortened by forcing, especially for the m = 0 mode at higher temperatures, with mode Ϯ1 consistently producing the greatest centerline Mach number decay rate. It should be noted that the forcing effectiveness, indicated in this figure by the rate of centerline decay, appears to be improving as the temperature is raised. There exists a small, rapid, decay region upstream of x / D = 4 in the m = 0 mode which becomes stronger as the temperature increases. It is barely observable at T o / T a = 1.4 but is readily apparent at 2.0. This feature most likely is due to two events. First, Suzuki and Colonius 40 showed in a recent work that m = 0 mode growth in an unforced jet is significantly more enhanced by heating of the jet than that of modes 1 and 2. Second, the nature of the generated vortex pattern and interaction of coherent vortices in the axisymmetric m = 0 case creates self-induction which generates regions of additionally accelerated flow as can be clearly seen in T o / T a = 2.0 on a streamwise range of 3-4 x / D. 24 Additionally, the effectiveness of mode 0 excitation and, to a lesser extent, mode 1 increases significantly in the elevated temperature cases and their downstream centerline Mach number profiles ͑x / D Ͼ 8͒ become similar. These results indicate that mixing enhancement due to forcing is achieved at all temperatures and that mixing enhancement improves as temperature increases. Additionally, the results indicate a significant change in jet characteristics as a function of temperature supported by the significant changes in m = 0 mode response.
In Fig. 4 , the centerline Mach number for each mode and temperature ratio has been divided by the baseline centerline Mach number at that temperature. This provides a clear view of the profile changes due to excitation ͑a value of less than 1 indicates an increase in centerline Mach number decay͒. In all three forcing cases, a consistent increase in centerline decay is observed. The convergence by x / D = 12 of the two elevated temperatures indicates the end of heating effects due to enhanced mixing and significant entrainment of the ambient air into the jet. This figure eliminates the ambiguity in the previous figure showing definite improvement in control ef- 
fectiveness across all modes as temperature is increased. It also clearly shows that the m = Ϯ 1 mode is producing the greatest increase in centerline decay rate. The jet width characteristics are shown in Fig. 5 . In this paper, jet width is defined as the full width at half of the peak velocity ͑which is the centerline velocity͒ for a given streamwise location. From Fig. 5͑a͒ , there are a few noticeable changes in the unforced spreading of the jet with temperature. As the temperature is raised, the spreading rate, which is the slope of the curves shown, slows down significantly in early jet development but becomes similar beyond x / D Ϸ 8. On average, the jet with temperature ratio of 2.0 is about 9% narrower than the unheated jet. At a temperature ratio of 2.0, the jet has no significant spreading until about x / D =5. In all three temperatures, there are two distinct spreading rates. The transition between the two spreading rates occurs between x / D = 5 and 7. While the initial spreading rates vary substantially ͑ϳ0.03FWHM/ x with variation of 45%, FWHM is full width at half maximum͒, the second spreading rate ͑ϳ0.12FWHM/ x with variation of 3.5%͒ is about the same for all three temperatures.
It may be confusing to some readers how the jet potential core can become shorter while the jet is also narrowing.
There are several factors which contribute to this result. The shortening of the potential core due to heating has also been reported in Lepicovsky's work. 41 In this paper, Lepicovsky pointed out that as temperature increases, kinematic viscosity and jet exit velocity increase. The change in viscosity affects the growth of the shear layer. The increasing disparity between the core and ambient velocities increases the instability of the shear layer which gives rise to vortices. Second, it is well known, but often overlooked, that shear layers do not spread symmetrically about the plane of their origin. The exact nature of the spreading dynamics is beyond the scope of this paper, but the work of Elliott and Samimy 42 is a representative example of the understanding in this area. Given this asymmetric behavior, it is reasonable to accept that the potential core can shorten while the jet narrows.
In Fig. 5͑b͒ the appropriate baseline jet width is subtracted from the forced case-the results for temperature ratios of 1.4 and 2.0 are artificially shifted up for visual clarity. It should be noted that, because the m = Ϯ 1 mode is elliptical and the measurement plane is on the major axis of the elliptic jet cross section, the data collected for this mode exaggerate the increase in spreading compared to the total area of the jet. 24 In the previous work, it is noted that the jet width on the non-flapping axis can be approximated by the unforced width. Consequently the width data for the m = Ϯ 1 mode are corrected to reflect the area of an axisymmetric jet. This correction, known as the equivalent jet width ͑␦ eq ͒, is calculated as ␦ eq = ͱ ␦ base ␦ Ϯ1 where "base" and "Ϯ1" are the measured unforced and forced widths, respectively. The other modes are axisymmetric so this consideration is not necessary. In the unheated jet, modes 0 and 1 have distinct spreading rates, but in the elevated temperature cases, their spreading patterns are very similar. For modes 0 and 1, additional spreading due to forcing is not observed until about x / D =5 or 6, indicating that forcing at these conditions does not have an impact until the jet undergoes the spreading transition observed in the unforced cases. Furthermore, the additional spreading generated by forcing with modes 0 and 1 is fairly minimal. On the other hand, mode Ϯ1 creates substantial additional spreading with onset occurring at a much lower x / D ͑ϳ3͒. The normalized TKE ͑TKE= ͗u , u͘ / U j 2 where u is the fluctuating velocity vector͒ results shown in Fig. 6 reinforce the results observed above. It should be noted that TKE is a two component kinetic energy as only streamwise and normal to streamwise velocity components were measured. All forcing cases show significantly higher TKE growth and they saturate before the baseline case does, with m = Ϯ 1 consistently showing the greatest peak. The T o / T a = 1.0 case is consistent with results obtained previously at GDTL. 10 As the temperature is raised, the baseline remains relatively unchanged while the forcing cases grow and saturate more rapidly. There is little change in the m = 0 and m = 1 modes between 1.4 and 2.0, but the m = Ϯ 1 case has a noticeable peak increase. The TKE growth onset becomes more rapid in all forcing cases as temperature increases. The m = 0 mode shows two saturation events at elevated temperatures, supporting the assertion of the presence of strong, rapidly developing structures. While the baseline onset does also become more rapid, it is not nearly as dramatic as the forcing cases. These results further support the conclusion that significant mixing enhancement occurs at all temperatures with increased mixing enhancement at higher temperatures.
D. Conditionally averaged results
Now that the mean flow characteristics have been examined, the structures present in the flow will be discussed in an effort to better understand the effects of forcing on the flow structure in a heated jet and explain the underlying behavior. The data collected in these experiments were not phase locked to the forcing pulses. Phase locking is difficult to implement in the current facility because of electromagnetic interference created by the LAFPAs. As such, it is necessary to use conditional averaging to generate a data set which will bring out the structures present in the flow. 43 Conditional averaging is done using a correlation map. Each image is correlated with all other images. If the structures in the flow are relatively coherent, there will be significant correlation among a subset of the images collected. Once the conditionally averaged velocity field is generated, various flow analysis methodologies can be applied to examine the structures.
In the data presented in this paper, the fluctuating v-component tended to bring out the most readily identifiable structures so it is used for the correlations. The region of interest is the mixing layer surrounding the jet potential core-thus correlation is performed on a region of typical size Ϫ1 to +1 y / D by 0-4 x / D. A requirement of 10% usage of the data set ͑typically about 70 fields͒ for conditional averaging ensures that the results are converged and the struc- 
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Control of a high Reynolds number Mach 0.9 heated jet Phys. Fluids 21, 095101 ͑2009͒ tures analyzed are statistically significant. It should be noted that conditional averaging of the baseline ͑no forcing͒ velocity fields is considerably less reliable than the forced cases, as the structures in the flow are not sufficiently coherent. While the forced cases tend to satisfy the 10% requirement with a correlation coefficient of ϳ0.55, the baseline cases typically only meet the requirement at a value of about 0.22. This is expected since the forcing generates large repeatable structures whereas the baseline jet possesses large scale but not quite coherent structures. baseline. The Ϯ1 mode exhibits qualitatively similar results to mode 1, but the oscillation amplitude is greater and the potential core is shortened by 3 x / D. In the Ϯ1 mode, the oscillations are so large that ͓as seen in Fig. 7͑d͒ at x / D =3͔ the potential core is perturbed entirely to one side of the jet centerline. As was discussed in the mean flow results, the baseline, m = 1, and m = Ϯ 1 modes vary only quantitatively as the temperature is raised-the potential core becomes shorter.
The behavior of the m = 0 mode is more complex than the others as can be seen in Figs. 7͑b͒ and 8 . In the unheated case, there are weak longitudinal variations in the potential core which are accompanied by axisymmetric variation ͑waists͒ which is out of phase relative to the longitudinal variations. Referring to the mean flow results, there is almost no change in the length of the potential core due to forcing at this mode and temperature ͑Fig. 3͒. As the temperature increases, the amplitudes of both the transverse and longitudinal variations increase. The low velocity waist regions become significantly more pronounced. Additionally, the effect of forcing with this mode on the potential core length increases substantially. Combining inspection of Figs. 3, 7͑b͒ , and 8, the decreases in potential core length due to m =0 forcing are about 1, 4, and 4.5 x / D in order of increasing temperature. These results support a significant change in jet characteristics as was discussed in the mean flow results. Figures 9 and 10 show the conditionally averaged images using two vortex identification methods. The primary tool used to discuss structures in this paper is known as the swirling strength method-originally developed by Chong et al. 44 This vortex identification method uses the imaginary component of the eigenvalues of the velocity gradient tensor to locate regions of rotating fluid while ignoring regions of pure shear. Compared to vorticity, swirling strength is a superior tool in flow structure analysis due to the elimination of sheared flow contributions. For two-dimensional imaging, the essence of this technique is that regions of swirl obey the following condition for the product of the two shear components:
where u and v are the x-and y-components of the velocity, respectively, and a subscript indicates a derivative with respect to that variable. The most important result of this inequality is that the imaginary component of the eigenvalues will be nonzero only if this product is negative, which only Table II . The peak values for the set of structures in a given plot are averaged to produce the peak swirling strength ͑PSS͒. The U-component of the velocity at each peak is averaged to determine the average convective velocity ͑U C ͒. This convective velocity is used to determine the Galilean decomposition and to produce the streamlines shown in the figures. Lastly, the peak coordinates are used to calculate the spacing between structures.
The flow structure plots for the unheated jet are shown in Fig. 9 . The Galilean streamlines show good agreement with the identified swirling regions and also provide additional information on the shape of the structures. Furthermore, the streamlines indicate that some swirling regions are not vortex centers. These regions are most likely nonphysical artifacts of finite PIV grid resolution and the low number of images used in conditional averaging. As expected, the structures in the forced cases are more organized and are apparent almost immediately downstream of the nozzle exit. Baseline structures are less organized, flattened, and do not become significantly organized until farther downstream compared to those in the forced cases. The symmetric nature of mode 0 is immediately apparent. The other two modes have a similar appearance, but their distinctions are borne out by the data in Table II . The similarity of the forced case structure spacing to the unforced cases shows that the frequency chosen is indeed close to the natural instability frequency of the jet. All of the forced cases have higher PSS than the baseline. Mode Ϯ1 is observed to have the strongest PSS.
The similarity of the baseline and m = 1 structure patterns warrants additional discussion. First, as mentioned above, the correlation level of the baseline velocity field ͑ϳ0.22͒ is much lower than in forced cases ͑ϳ0.55͒ so the structures analyzed are less representative of the average jet behavior. Next, previous work by Tinney et al. 45 on the azimuthal mode composition of an unforced Mach 0.85 jet shows that low order helical modes are dominant in the jet. All azimuthal modes produce a structure pattern which is either staggered or symmetric-any single helical mode will produce a staggered structure pattern. Since conditional averag- ing will seek out a pattern no matter how weak, it is reasonable to expect the algorithm to find one of these patterns. Additionally, in a study conducted by Moore 46 in high subsonic jets, large-scale structures in an unforced jet were observed. By synchronizing schlieren images with the arrival of structures on one side of the jet as determined by a microphone, he was able to create a conditionally averaged image of the jet structures. What he found was that the structures on the other side of the jet were absent from this averaged image. When he examined individual frames he saw that the structures were sometimes symmetrically arranged and in other frames they were staggered. Since the conditional averaging used in the present paper operates over the whole jet cross section, it makes sense that one structural pattern would be isolated. Lastly, while the baseline structures shown in Fig. 9 may not be representative of the jet in an average sense, they are ͑by the nature of the conditionalaveraging routine͒ representative of the strongest structures present in the jet.
As before, the mode 0 case is presented alone in Fig. 10 due to the general similarity of other cases over the temperature range. Comparing Figs. 9͑b͒ and 10, it is apparent that, as the temperature increases, the organized structures become confined to a smaller region closer to the nozzle exit. The decreasing region of organized structures reinforces the conclusions drawn from the mean flow and velocity results discussed in the previous sections-a significant change takes place in jet characteristics with increasing temperature.
When the temperature ratio is raised to 1.4, there are several observable changes in the flow structures. The basic flow patterns of each of the four cases stay the same, but the amplitude, spacing, and streamwise extent of the structures change. The PSS increases for each case. The PSS of the forced cases continues to be significantly higher than that of the baseline case. The most interesting change is that the PSS of mode 0 is now slightly greater than that of mode Ϯ1. At the temperature ratio of 2.0, the same trends observed in 1.4 continue and now mode 0 clearly has the largest PSS.
The behavior of the convective velocity merits some discussion. According to theoretical equations for convective velocity such as those cited by Thurow et al., 47 the nondimensionalized convective velocities for the three temperature ratios under discussion are 0.53, 0.48, and 0.44 ͑in ascending order of temperature͒. While there is fairly good agreement with theory in the unheated cases, there is a significant departure from theory in the elevated cases. According to theory, the ratio of convective velocity to exit velocity should decrease with increasing temperature, but the data collected show that this ratio is increasing, except for the m = 0 case. Soteriou and Ghoniem observed that convective velocity decreased as density ratio decreased. 35 In those experiments, the velocity ratio ͑jet velocity to ambient velocity͒ was constant ͑ϳ1.5͒. Performing a linear fit with temperature ratio as the independent variable, the slope of the velocity ratio, using a small constant velocity for the ambient flow, in these experiments ͑ϳ23͒ is greater than the slope of the ratio of convective velocity to the ambient ͑ϳ15͒. It is concluded that the convective velocity is, qualitatively, in agreement with Soteriou and Ghoniem's observations. The decrease in nondimensionalized convective velocity in mode 0 at a temperature ratio of 1.4 cannot be explained at this time, but a likely suspect is the significant increase in structure strength. Unfortunately, the extreme environment of heated, high Reynolds number jets makes it difficult to acquire data on this subject, which limits the number of papers published in the literature on the subject and, consequently, the conclusions which can be drawn here.
The trends in PSS are made clearer by nondimensionalizing the data. Generally, the strength of the vortices is directly correlated with the jet exit velocity as evidenced by the consistency of the nondimensional PSS. This indicates that the forcing mechanism, on average, is not changing as the temperature changes-at least for this Strouhal number. The notable exception to this consistency is mode 0. At a temperature ratio of 1.0, mode 0 strength is comparable to mode 1. At the temperature ratio of 1.4, the strength of mode 0 has risen and is comparable to mode Ϯ1. This suggests a change in the receptivity of the jet to forcing at this mode and Strouhal number. As was discussed previously, increasing mode 0 energy with increasing temperature relative to other modes has been observed 40 so it is reasonable to expect an increase in structure strength.
A decrease in structure spacing is expected because of the changing ratio of convective velocity to exit velocity = U C D / ͑U j St DF ͒. Using the theoretical values for convective velocity, the structure spacings are 1.66, 1.50, and 1.36 x / D in order of increasing temperature ratio. While at first this may look promisingly related to the results in Table II , the data resolution must be remembered. The range of variation in the data is 0.31 x / D, but the data resolution is 0.11 x / D. Due to the low resolution relative to the range of variation in structure spacing, the only valid conclusion is that the structure spacing is approximately the same for all cases. The data simply lack the spatial resolution to observe any changes in structure spacing on the scales expected from theory.
V. BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENTS
Due to the small diameter of the nozzle and very thin boundary layer at the nozzle exit, even the simplest questions about the boundary layer are nearly impossible to answer with PIV. In order to address this issue, a slightly larger converging nozzle with 3.81 cm ͑1.5 in.͒ diameter was used to examine the boundary layer characteristics of this experimental setup. Apart from the change in diameter, the nozzle used in this experiment is essentially identical to the nozzle used for the PIV results. A slightly larger nozzle diameter was chosen to maximize the number of measurement points obtained in the boundary layer while remaining sufficiently similar to the primary nozzle. Additionally, a slightly larger diameter allows access to Reynolds numbers ͑based on nozzle exit diameter͒ typical of the operating conditions in the unheated jet case while avoiding the compressibility complications at higher velocities. Since hot-wire measurements are very difficult to obtain in a hot jet, the decision was made to assume that any significant changes in the boundary layer characteristics should be, at least primarily, dependent on the Reynolds number. The free shear profile
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Control of a high Reynolds number Mach 0.9 heated jet Phys. Fluids 21, 095101 ͑2009͒ just downstream of the nozzle was measured in an unheated jet over a range of Reynolds numbers from 200 000 to 600 000 created by varying the Mach number of the jet. The normalized velocity profiles for the two most informative cases are shown in Fig. 11 . The abscissa is the radial jet coordinate normalized by the jet diameter. Before proceeding any further, the effects of the thick lipped nozzle should be noted. The comparatively large outer diameter of the nozzle lip ͑ϳ3 in.͒ creates a recirculation region which acts to widen the diameter of the jet as determined by the hot-wire data. Additionally, the wake profile typical of thin lipped nozzles is completely absent. Without a nozzle extension, the normalized velocity profiles do not collapseindicating transitional behavior in the boundary layer. As Reynolds number increases, the profile pushes outward and the sloped decreases.
However, when a nozzle extension is attached ͓Fig. 11͑b͔͒, the profiles collapse very well. The only appreciable change with increasing Reynolds number is a slight decrease in the curvature of the high velocity shoulder. The consistency of the profile is evidence of a consistently turbulent boundary layer. Additionally, the extension slightly decreases the effective jet diameter. Through experimentation with different nozzle extensions ͑not shown͒, it was established that the collapse is caused by either the slight trip created by the mating surfaces between the nozzle and the nozzle extension or the additional distance provided by extension. In reality, both features probably contribute.
Since these profiles are of shear layers, not traditional boundary layers, it was decided to estimate the momentum thickness by fitting the profiles to a hyperbolic tangent as performed by Bechert and Stahl. 48 The slope of the fitted profile is used as the slope of a line. The horizontal distance ͑⌬͒ between where that line crosses 1 and zero is related to the momentum thickness ͑͒ as ⌬ =4. The momentum thickness of the LAFPA extension case was determined to be ϳ0.09 mm with a variation of ϳ0.01 mm over the range of Reynolds numbers. The case without an extension had momentum thicknesses ranging from ϳ0.05 to ϳ0.09 mm. Previous work by Lepicovsky 41 reported similar values for the momentum thickness of turbulent boundary layers over this range of Reynolds numbers in a 5.08 cm ͑2 in.͒ jet. From the profiles shown in Fig. 11͑b͒ , the best estimate for the boundary layer thickness, ϳ1.2 mm, was calculated as the distance from the nozzle lip ͑r / D = 0.5͒ to 98% of the freestream velocity.
VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A total of 12 PIV cases were experimented and the results were compared to investigate the control effectiveness of LAFPAs in heated jets. The results discussed above show that LAFPAs can consistently produce significant mixing enhancement in both unheated and heated jets. Across the range of temperatures experimented for this paper ͑T o / T a = 1.0-2.0͒, it is concluded that the control effectiveness of LAFPAs is improved as temperature is increased. This is supported by increasing centerline Mach number profile decay, increasing jet spreading, and earlier saturation of centerline TKE combined with a general increase in the TKE level. Analysis of the flow structures shows that, in most cases, there is no fundamental change in jet response to forcing as a function of temperature at the Strouhal number examined. The notable exception is the m = 0 mode which shows a significant change in vortex strength between the unheated and heated cases.
The first explanation of the improved effectiveness could be related to the Reynolds number variation created by heating. If the heating is indeed causing the boundary layer to become transitional or laminar, this would improve the response of the jet to actuation and thus effectiveness of the LAFPAs. This is possible despite the observation of Lepicovsky that excitation threshold increases with temperature. 28 The jet in that study was never observed to undergo transition in the boundary layer. If the jet in the present study did indeed become transitional, Lepicovsky's observations would be irrelevant. However, based on the hot-wire measurements discussed above, it is clear that the boundary layer is not transitioning due to changes in the Reynolds number in the current work. While this hot-wire experiment does not directly address the temperature effects, Lepicovsky's work 26 indicated that temperature only plays an independent role in the integral characteristics of a turbulent boundary layer. 
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Kearney-Fischer, Kim, and Samimy Phys. Fluids 21, 095101 ͑2009͒ Therefore, it is concluded that the increased effectiveness of the LAFPAs is not due to forcing in a transitioning boundary layer. A second potential cause for a characteristic change in jet behavior is the development of an additional instability due to the density ratio between the jet core and the ambient fluid as discussed in Sec. II. In the unheated case with S = 1.16, relatively small density gradients exist compared with those in the hottest case where S = 0.58. The previous works discussed indicate that absolute instability under unheated conditions is not possible for the conditions of the experiments under discussion. 34 Observing an absolute instability of the type described by Monkewitz et al. 33 at any temperature is not likely due to the highly turbulent nature of these jets. In forcing cases, if an absolute instability did exist, that instability should not be additionally amplified by forcing per the definition of absolute instability. Nevertheless, a small convective instability, which could easily be lost in the turbulence of the baseline jet, may be amplified by external forcing to the point where it has significant impacts on the flow. Unfortunately, no studies have addressed the existence and/or behavior of this instability for high Reynolds number and high-speed jets so this must remain a conjecture at this time.
Lastly, previous attempts at mixing enhancement with acoustic drivers in hot jets of similar Mach number [28] [29] [30] [31] 41 showed decreasing effectiveness as temperature is increased. This result is contrary to a theory showing that excitation effectiveness increases with temperature. 30 However, the trend seen in the experiments conducted for this paper is consistent with that theory but cannot be used as experimental validation of the theory until the exact behavior of LAFPAs is understood.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
LAFPAs have been previously used successfully at GDTL in high Reynolds number, high-speed, unheated jets. The results discussed in this paper show that LAFPAs have great promise for causing significant increases in mixing in heated jets as well. The jet considered for this study was an axisymmetric, Mach 0.9 jet, exiting a 2.54 cm diameter nozzle. Nine combinations of forcing azimuthal modes ͑m =0, 1, and Ϯ1͒ and temperature ratios ͑T o / T a = 1.0, 1.4, and 2.0͒ at a forcing Strouhal number of ϳ0.3 were experimented. PIV data analysis shows that significant mixing enhancement can be produced by LAFPAs over the entire temperature range, that excitation of mode Ϯ1 produces the greatest enhancement, and that the level of enhancement increases with increasing temperature. These conclusions are supported by increased centerline Mach number profile decay, increased jet spreading, and a general increase in TKE amplitude followed by earlier saturation. Additionally, investigation of the flow structures shows that, with the exception of mode 0 excitation, there is no change in jet forcing response characteristics at the forcing Strouhal number examined. However, excitation of mode 0 shows a significant change in vortex strength between the unheated and heated cases. The behavior of the jet with excitation of mode 0 confirms the observations of Suzuki and Colonius 40 and supports a considerable change in the characteristics of the jet at elevated temperatures. A few potential causes for increased jet response to excitation at higher temperatures were discussed. The precise explanation for the observed increase in forcing effectiveness remains to be determined.
